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Bruce Partridge
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   Smaller Scale, Primary & Secondary      

Anisotropies

Outline 

Ground-based measurements possible 

Mechanisms to introduce small-scale fluctuations in the CMB 

- Primary (z ! 1100) 

- Secondary (z << 1100) 

Foregrounds and systematics 

Techniques 

Partial listing of projects 

Analysis of the results, and some implications for cosmology 

WMAP again 
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CBI: Ground-based Interferometer
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BOOMERanG
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Mechanisms Generating Anisotropies at l > 100

Primary anisotropies, present on the surface

of last scattering

A continuation of the acoustic oscillation spectrum

“Overtones” of the fundamental at l ~ 220 (further

details in lectures by Wayne Hu)
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Primary Fluctuations: Secondary Acoustic Peaks
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Mechanisms Generating Anisotropies at l > 100

Primary anisotropies, present on the surface of last
scattering

A continuation of the acoustic oscillation spectrum

“Overtones” of the fundamental at l ~ 220 (further details in

lectures by Wayne Hu)

Odd numbered (compression) and even numbered (rarefaction)
probes affected differently by inertia of baryons

Hence ratio of overall amplitudes of odd and even peaks
constrains !b.

Some degeneracy with value of nS, “tilt” of spectrum
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Secondary Fluctuations: Mechanisms

Secondary fluctuations, introduced after last scattering (the
topic of Matthias Bartlemann’s lectures).

• Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect in clusters (and filaments)

• Integrated Sacks-Wolfe (Boughn and Critenden, Nature, 2004)

• Lensing and its alteration of the power spectrum;:

typical deflection ~3";
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SZ in Terms of Flux
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The SZ Effect

Spectrum and sample

observation from Carlstrom
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Gravitational Lensing of CMB

• Remapping of source by intervening mass

• Conserves surface brightness, not scale

• CMB as the source has a well known redshift

(Ryan Scranton – website)

Pre-lensing Post-lensing

(Bartelmann and Schneider 1999)
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Foregrounds

Atmosphere

– Smaller issue at high l

– Use high, dry sites (S. Pole; Chile)

– Constrains beam throw to azimuthal

– Favors low frequency observations

Galaxy

– Favors high frequency

– WMAP “sweet spot” ~60 GHz
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Foregrounds, Continued

Extragalactic radio sources are the primary problem

– Recall !T # !-2

– At " 1 cm, dominated by synchrotron radiation, T # #-2.7 expected

Hence observe at high # (reduces Galactic emission also)

but high frequency properties of radio galaxies poorly studied.

Models by DeZotti et al. (1998)

 and Toffolatti (2005)

High frequency follow-up of

 known sources (e.g., Waldram)

WMAP:  ~400 sources, S 1 Jy (see

poster by Lopez-Caniego)

AT20G:  entire S sky at 20 GHz

 to ~.05 Jy

Probably to be discussed by

Rod Davies
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Representative Spectrum: Extragalactic

Source

Dust re-emission

    S # $ -0.7

Synchrotron

 S # $ -0.1

Free-free

S # $ 1-2
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Systematics

Some issues

– Beam-switch asymmetry

– Differential ground pick-up

– beam asymmetry

Some solutions

– switch exactly in azimuth

– scan crossing

– carefully shield ground

– model beams (e.g., Jarosik et al., 2007)
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Beam Asymmetries

Asymmetrical beams

 mix modes and introduce

new systematic errors

Larger problem for

 off-axis illumination

Shown here are WMAP

beams.
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Beating Systematics

Ground shields

Work at a high, dry site

(in this case, DASI at the

South Pole)
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Beating Systematics

Another solution:  interferometry (as in COSMO-

SOMAS on Teide)

• near field effects cancel out

• high resolution is easy (but useful resolution is hard)

• sensitivity reduced (N$S/$A)1/2

• hence close packed arrays are favored
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Detectors

Growing use of detector arrays

– sensitivity of an individual detector nearing quantum limit

(T ~ h#/k)

– foregrounds limit effective bandwidth

– so simply use more detector elements

Raises issue of cross talk, beam shape…

Nicely reviewed in Chapter 7 of recent Task Force on

CMB Research (copy available)
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Detector Arrays

Coherent receivers Bolometers

(the ACBAR array) (the ACT transition-edge

bolometer array: 32x32

 at 150 GHz  ); also used by 

         POLARBeaR -- Quealy poster
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After 15 Years….
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New Results: Sample of Groups Involved
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BOOMERanG
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CBI: Ground-based Interferometer
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DASI at South Pole

  No ground screens

   yet.

  The horns form an

  interfrerometric array
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The Archeops Gondola
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Constraints on the Power Spectrum (pre-WMAP)
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WMAP

• Launch 2001to L2

• Symmetrical antennae

• 5 frequencies, 22-90 GHz

• 3 year results in ApJS

    170, 2007
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The Microwave Sky by WMAP
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Quantitative Results #1

Based on WMAP data (first 3 years)

• supplemented by small-scale CMB data

• and some optical data

Follow Spergel et al. (2007, Ap JS 170), but simplify

1.) Position of first peak constrains $0 and k

$0 = 0.987 ± .015; k = 0

(assumes Dark Energy is cosmological constant)

2.) Baryons:  the product $bh
2 also well constrained by

amplitude ratio of acoustic peaks

$bh
2 = 0.02229 ± .00073

3.) h = H0/100 km/sec per Mpc independently measured by

WMAP:  h = 0.73 ± .03

Hubble key  project:  h = 0.72 ± .08 (Freedman et al. 2001,

Ap J 553, 47)

4.) hence $b ~ 0.042
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Quantitative Results #2

5.)  $mh2 measured to be 0.1277 ± .008 (uses WMAP and
Supernovae data; see Spergel et al., 2007)

or $m ~ 0.24

6.)  Using the above, best fit for $% = 0.72 from WMAP

 and SNe

or $% = $0 - $m = 0.76 if $0 constrained to 1.000

Note the precision—parameters known to a few %

Note also:—
– $b ~ 0.2 $m, so there must be Dark Matter

– $m ~ 0.25 $0, so there must be Dark Energy

7.) Overall amplitude of fluctuations
– expressed as %8, the value of &'/' on a scale of 8 h-1 MPC

(8 MPC chosen since two-point correlation ~1 on that scale)

%8 = 0.76 ± .05 (a bit low (?))
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Quantitative Results #3

8.)“Tilt,” ns of power spectrum is difficult

– degenerate with another parameter, the optical depth of

reionization, (

Digression on reionization

– at z ~ 5-10, QSO or first stars reionize H:  HI & HII again

– free e– scatter CMB as on Surface of Last Scattering

– smoothes out small- and medium-scale fluctuations (l > 20)

– and hence introduces an additional slope in power spectrum

• But re-ionization is very interesting on its own

– CMB can help constrain
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8.)“Tilt,” ns of power spectrum is difficult

– degenerate with another parameter, the optical depth of

reionization, (

BUT polarization observations break degeneracy
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Polarization of CMB

 Anisotropies

Polarization measurements break

 the ns - ( degeneracy

Two modes of polarization:

E and B (latter has curl)
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E-Mode Polarization

Produced by scatter of quadrupole anisotropy

Amplitude much smaller than

temperature fluctuations

Phase in C
l
 is different also

See lecture 3 of Wayne Hu
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Results Incl. Polarization

Results from WMAP (Spergel et al., 2007):

ns = 0.958 ± .016 (so 1 - ns = .042)

' = 0.09 ± .03 (down from earlier report)

Departure of ns from 1.00 consistent with inflation (as explained by Sabino
Matarrese)

Value of ( consistent with re-ionization at z ~ 5-10, as expected from QSO

absorption lines (earlier larger value of ' implied higher redshifts) 44

Example of

confidence

contour, as

 explained by Licia

Verde
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B-Mode Polarization

B-modes produced only by tensor fluctuations, that is
gravity waves

(or by mode-mixing caused by gravitational lensing, on
small scales)

Detection of B-modes on large scales is best evidence for
inflation (as Sabino Matarrese explained)

  two peaks, at l ~ 6 (primary) and l ~100 (reionization)

( A key goal of future experiments (see Task Force on
CMB Research).

Problem:  Amplitude ~ 10% of E-mode
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Predicting B-Mode Amplitude

Crucial value is r, the ratio of tensor to scalar amplitudes

      amplitude of B-mode = r time amplitude of peak E mode

In basic inflationary theories, r is related to ns and to other properties of the
inflationary potential as:

 r ~ (4 to -6)(1 - ns) [model dependent]

 r = 10-3 (E/1016 GeV)4

E > 1016 GeV favored; CMB limit already < 5.6 x 1016

(1 - ns) = 2)1   +   )2     and    r = 16)1

 Where )1 #  V’ and )2 #  V”; V is the inflationary potential

WMAP  value of ns implies r ~  0.2  --  possibly detectable by Planck
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The Planck Mission

• ESA mission with support from NASA

• Launch second half of 2008 to L2

• 1.5 m primary

• Two instruments
– LFI -- at 30, 44, 70 GHz; a total of 22  coherent receivers; all

polarization-capable

– HFI -- at $ = 100-857 GHz; 52 bolometric detectors;100 & 143 GHz

key CMB frequencies; many bolometers are polarization-sensitive

• Will sharply improve accuracy of many cosmological
parameters

• Will accurately characterize the E mode polarization

• May (barely) detect the B mode signal
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Comparing WMAP and Planck

• Wider (and higher) frequency range

– “Wider” gives better control over foregrounds, esp. Galaxy

– “Higher” controls dust emission AND gives…

• Better angular resolution

• Higher sensitivity

– Should detect 5-6 peaks

– Will detect ~1000 radio sources ~10,000 dusty galaxies
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